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ABSTRACT
This paper analyses X-ray observations by the Chandra X-ray Observatory of CXOGBS J174614.3−321949 (CXB3) and
CXOGBS J173620.2−293338 (CX332), two symbiotic binary star candidates identified by the Galactic Bulge Survey. Using
new Chandra observations, we improved their X-ray positional uncertainties to 0.24 and 0.92 arcsec, respectively, confidently
associating them with single optical counterparts. In particular, new observations of symbiotic X-ray candidate CX332 further
solidify confidence in its coincidence with a carbon star. We demonstrate X-ray variability in both targets with a more recent
observation of CX332 showing a decrease in brightness by a factor of 30, while CXB3 observations show it usually in a quiescent
state with a factor-of-6 flare-like event in the final observations. In a combined spectral fit for CXB3, we find an NH value of
∼ (2–3) × 1022 cm−2 with a  value of 1.5+0.2−0.2 for a power-law fit and kT 10.6+5.7−2.9 keV for an APEC fit and an estimated luminosity
of ∼8.4 × 1032 erg s−1. Spectra of CXB3 would be consistent with thermal emission as seen in white dwarf symbiotic systems,
but the high X-ray luminosity in the light curve is more typically seen in symbiotic X-ray binary systems. Optical spectra of both
objects taken with Gemini GMOS indicate CXB3 as containing an M-type star and CX332 having a carbon star counterpart.
Both targets show at most marginal evidence of H α emission favouring a symbiotic X-ray binary interpretation for both sources,
though we cannot rule out a white dwarf for either case.
Key words: binaries: spectroscopic – binaries: symbiotic – X-rays: binaries.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
Symbiotic stars are a type of binary system that are interacting
through wind accretion by transferring mass from a red giant,
referred to as the donor star, on to a compact object, designated
as the accretor. This process can be observed and identified by key
defining characteristics in the red giant’s emission line spectrum
(Mikołajewska 2007). They typically display a red continuum with
absorption like that of late-type giants and a blue continuum with
bright emission lines that are common in accreting binary systems,
though the blue continuum is often not directly seen as the optical is
overwhelmed by the counterpart giant’s light (Kenyon 1986).
The most common type of symbiotic binary systems are known
to contain white dwarfs (WDs) as their compact accreting objects.
These systems can be divided into different types based on their
 E-mail: jwetus1@lsu.edu (JW); rih@phys.lsu.edu (RIH)
observed X-ray spectra (Muerset, Wolff & Jordan 1997; Luna et al.
2013). The α-type systems emit supersoft X-rays with photons
having energies below 1 keV with an origin likely coming from the
surface of the WD burning in a quasi-steady state (Orio et al. 2007).
Systems emitting soft X-rays, peaking under 2 keV, are designated
as β-type systems with emission likely originating from wind from
the WD colliding with wind from the red giant companion. Systems
emitting highly absorbed hard X-rays, peaking above 3 keV, are
δ-type systems with emission possibly originating in the boundary
layer. There also exist β/δ-type systems that are likely displaying
both behaviours suggested in the β-type and δ-type systems (Luna
et al. 2013).
A smaller population of symbiotic binaries known as symbiotic
X-ray binaries (SyXBs) host either a neutron star or black hole as
the accreting object (Masetti et al. 2006). The donor star in these
systems is usually an M-type giant and they generally have hard X-
ray spectra with broad hard slopes similar to those of X-ray pulsars
seen in high-mass X-ray binary systems (Enoto et al. 2014). These
C© 2021 The Author(s)
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systems are designated as γ -type systems with X-ray origins likely
due to optically thick Comptonized plasma (Masetti et al. 2007b;
Marcu et al. 2011).
The Galactic population of these SyXBs has been estimated
to be somewhere between a few hundred and a thousand with
currently only 13 likely candidates (Lü et al. 2012; Yungelson,
Kuranov & Postnov 2019) with GX 1+4 being the most studied to
date (Chakrabarty & Roche 1997). Characteristics of studied SyXBs
show inferred X-ray luminosity ranges of 1032–1034 erg s−1 with
both very hard and highly variable X-ray spectra, though GX 1+4
is exceptionally bright with an X-ray luminosity of 1037 erg s−1
(Masetti et al. 2002, 2006).
The SyXBs, as systems with long orbital periods, are likely to have
formed with relatively small velocity kicks, as large kicks would have
to have been exceptionally finely tuned for the systems to remain
bound. These systems may then disproportionately have electron-
capture supernova products as their neutron stars, and thus represent
good cases for estimating the masses, and hence constraining the
binding energies of these lower mass neutron stars. WD symbiotics
also appear to be possible progenitors of Type Ia supernovae. It has
been discussed that they are ancestors of both the favoured double
degenerate WD progenitors (Maoz, Mannucci & Nelemans 2014)
and single degenerate WD channels in their own right (Tutukov &
Yungelson 1979; Munari & Renzini 1992; Kenyon et al. 1993).
It is difficult to confirm the identities of SyXBs as their optical
spectra usually lack emission lines that make it hard to identify them
with optical spectroscopy alone. There may also be a population of
WD symbiotic binaries that show weak or no emission lines that
is larger than the strong-line population (Mukai et al. 2016). X-ray
surveys could possibly be used to detect these targets by finding
X-ray emission from neutron stars associated with giant stars that
would go unnoticed in optical surveys.
There are two candidate SyXBs that have been identified in
the Galactic Bulge Survey (GBS; Jonker et al. 2011, 2014). The
GBS is a 0.3−8.0-keV multiwavelength X-ray survey performed
with Chandra’s ACIS-I camera specifically optimized to identify
low-luminosity neutron star X-ray binaries in the bulge. CXOGBS
J173620.2−293338, also designated as CX332, has J2000 equatorial
coordinates α = 17h36m20.s20, δ = −29◦33′ 39.′′0 and Galactic
coordinates are l = 358.3978◦, b = −1.3869◦. It is coincident with
the very red star 2MASS J17362020−2933389, which has been
classified as an asymptotic giant branch (AGB)-type carbon star
(Hynes et al. 2014). CX332 displayed X-ray hardness and luminosity
typical of that seen in other SyXBs, and its counterpart showed a lack
of optical emission lines. These observations of CX332 fit well in
a class of other SyXBs suggesting it is a candidate, but could not
be confirmed due to the small number of photons detected off-axis
yielding a poor localization with an error circle radius of 7.85 arcsec.
The second SyXB candidate is CXOGBS J174614.3−321949,
with the GBS catalogue designation CXB3, having J2000 equatorial
coordinates α = 17h46m14.s34, δ = −32◦19′ 49.′′0 and Galactic coor-
dinates l = 357.1701◦, b = −1.8794◦. This target was discovered in
the field of view of Chandra X-ray Observatory (CXO) observations
of H1743−322, a candidate black hole that went into outburst in 2003
(Corbel et al. 2005). CXB3 was among the brightest X-ray sources
in the GBS and its optical counterpart has also been classified as
a possible AGB or red giant branch star; therefore, it has been
suggested that CXB3 is also a potential SyXB candidate (Jonker
et al. 2014).
In this work, we examine the properties of CXB3 and CX332 to
determine whether their compact objects are WDs or neutron stars
and confirm whether these two objects are symbiotic binary systems.
Table 1. Log of CXO observations.
Object Instrument ObsID Date Exposure (ks)
CX332 ACIS-I 8693 05/19/2009 2.0
ACIS-I 15799 02/02/2016 25.0
CXB3 ACIS-S 4565 02/18/2005 25.0
ACIS-S 4566 03/29/2005 30.0
ACIS-S 4567 03/29/2005 40.0
ACIS-S 8987 03/03/2009 7.0
ACIS-S 8988 03/09/2009 15.0
ACIS-S 8989 03/17/2009 22.5
ACIS-S 8990 03/25/2009 22.5
ACIS-S 9833 03/17/2009 12.5
ACIS-S 9837 03/25/2009 21.0
ACIS-S 9838 03/25/2009 24.5
ACIS-S 9839 03/25/2009 32.0
ACIS-I 13574 01/11/2011 2.0
In Sections 2 and 3, we review all the available observational data
for CXB3 and CX332 and processes used to examine these data. In
Section 4, we examine the light curve for both objects looking for
variability within each system. In Section 5, we perform fits to the
X-ray spectra of CXB3 with different models in order to identify the
type of binary systems. In Section 6, we examine the optical spectra
of each candidate optical counterpart star looking for key emission
and absorption line features to obtain their spectral type. Finally,
we discuss the significance of our results and what they mean for
classification of CXB3 and CX332.
2 DATA PRO CESSING
2.1 X-ray observations
A total of 12 different publicly available observations from the CXO
of CXB3 were obtained for analysis. CX332 was observed twice
by CXO, once as part of the GBS off-axis by 7.88 arcmin and a
second time off-axis by only 0.49 arcmin to obtain a better position.
Full analysis of the latter observation is presented in this paper.
The details on each observation and their exposure times can be
seen in Table 1. All data sets were downloaded from the Chandra
Data Archive via Webchaser. Observations were limited to ACIS-I
and ACIS-S instruments. The data were reprocessed using Chandra
Interactive Analysis of Observations (CIAO) software version 4.9.
The events were filtered using an energy range of 0.3–8.0 keV
and used 8 × 8 binned images as input into wavdetect due to the
low numbers of photons detected. While this may introduce some
uncertainties in the positions, we believe they are smaller than the
systematic uncertainties due to being unable to boresight correct the
images. wavdetect was used to measure the position following the
methodology in Evans et al. (2010). A weighted average position of
CXB3 was also created using all of the extracted positions. With an
extraction region established for each observation, light curves were
extracted using CIAO’s dmextract with 500 s binning.
Spectra for both targets were also created using the specextract
script within CIAO on the same positions used for extracting the light-
curve data. CX332 only had two observations from which to extract
any spectra, resulting in a limited number of counts. CXB3 had
spectra from 12 different ObsIDs and all were extracted individually.
In the last CXO observation of CXB3, the source was found at a
higher X-ray luminosity state (see Section 4). In order to compare
the target spectra in these two different states, the extracted data of
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the low-luminosity state were summed using the combine spectra
script within CIAO.
XMM–Newton observations of CXB3 from 2010 October 9–10
were also found and obtained from the High Energy Astrophysics
Science Archive Research Center (HEASARC). CXB3 was not
the primary target and only fell within the field of view of the
European Photon Imaging Camera MOS2 detector. The images were
processed using Science Analysis System version 18.0.0. Events
were processed using EMPROC. Only events with energies 0.3–
12.0 keV and PATTERN ≤ 12 were retained. The source was
in a corner of the chip, so rather than a circular region events
were extracted from a box rotated to align with the detector to
form a spectrum. Consequently, the derived flux may be a mild
underestimate of the total, and less reliable than Chandra fluxes.
The background spectrum was estimated from a nearby circular
region.
2.2 Optical observations
The Gemini-South telescope as part of a spectroscopic survey of
GBS counterparts observed CXB3 and CX332 with the Gemini
Multi-Object Spectrograph (GMOS). A set of two continuous 450 s
exposures for CX332 were obtained on 2018 May 18 using the
B1200 grating at a 2.5 Å spectral resolution and a similar set of
570 s exposures for CXB3 were obtained on 2019 April 11 using
the R831 grating at 3.4 Å spectral resolution with both using a slit
width of 1.0 arcsec. Wavelength coverage for CXB3 spanned 6500–
8500 Å while CX332 spanned 6450–8000 Å. The Gemini IRAF1,2
package was used to independently reduce spectra. Flat-fielding used
a single flat obtained during the observation runs for each object
and wavelength calibration was done following standard GMOS
procedures using daytime CuAr arc spectra. Flux calibration was
done using the spectrophotometric standard GD 108. Observations
were not taken the same night as the target stars so it will not provide
precise calibration but will still remove effects of the instrumental
response.
3 A STRO METRY
Localization regions for both SyXB candidates seen in Figs 1 and 2
show improvements over previous positions. Positions and associated
errors with these improved positions can be found in Table 2. The
second observation of CX332 had significantly fewer counts with
the original observation having ∼4.0 × 10−3 ct s−1 and the latter
observation having ∼10−4 ct s−1. Despite this, the smaller off-axis
angle considerably reduced the size of the error circle from that
in the GBS catalogue. The factor of 20 reduction in the area of
the error circle, compared to the GBS localization, was sufficient
to eliminate most of the alternate counterparts. The new position
remains consistent with the carbon star identified by Hynes et al.
(2014).
Of the 12 observations for CXB3, there was no significant
improvement in the localization region for any single observation.
The original estimate was based on an observation that was on-axis
with many counts, which left little room for improvement. However,
with many different observations of CXB3 combined together into a
1www.gemini.edu/node/11823
2IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatories, which
are operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy,
Inc., under cooperative agreement with the National Science Foundation.
Figure 1. Image of CX332 taken on the Mosaic-2 camera on the Blanco 4-m
telescope at CTIO. CX332 is seen highlighted with localized position estimate
from the GBS catalogue (dashed) and the new estimate from an observation
with an improved off-axis angle (solid). While the new observation had
fewer counts, the off-axis angle improvement was able to greatly reduce the
uncertainty in the position and eliminate source confusion.
single weighted average, we see 36 per cent improvement over the
previous GBS estimate based off a single observation as seen in Table
2 and Fig. 2. We attempted boresight correction of CXB3 by using
both the known radio position of H1743−322 and corresponding
infrared targets within the same field, but this failed to yield any
improvements.
4 X -RAY SPECTRUM OF CXB3
An average quiescent spectrum was created by summing together all
observations of CXB3 except the high luminosity event observation.
The high luminosity event was kept separate to compare the two
states. These were made using SHERPA using single count groups
for the quiescent state and high-luminosity events. We applied cash
statistics to the fitting (Cash 1979).
Thermal plasma and power-law models were applied which have
also been used to model WD symbiotic and SyXB systems following
Luna et al. (2013) and Masetti et al. (2006). We also examined an
observation made with XMM applying the same models.This 86 ks
observation was made on 2010 October 9 with ObsID 0553950201
and was processed similarly to the CXO observations with single
group counts.
We fit both the quiescent and high-luminosity state of the spectra
with the tbabs∗powlaw1d power model and separately fitted with
the thermal plasma model tbabs∗xsapec to compare. All fits to
the two states can be seen in Fig. 3. In both cases, tbabs was
used to apply an interstellar medium (ISM) absorption model set
in SHERPA.3 The model parameters and their estimated values for
the unabsorbed flux can be seen in Table 3. We quote uncertainties
at 90 per cent confidence. An attempt was made to fit the spectra
3heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/xanadu/xspec/manual/XSmodelTbabs.html
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Figure 2. Images of CXB3, the northwestern star in the two star blend, both
zoomed out (A) and zoomed in (B) taken with DECam on the Blanco 4-m
telescope at CTIO. CXB3 seen highlighted with localized position estimate
from the GBS catalogue (dashed) and the new estimate from an observation
with an improved off-axis angle (solid).
with a Comptonization model COMPTT, which most commonly
is used to fit SyXBs following Masetti et al. (2006, 2007a, b) but
fits were unconstrained as the energy range for kT values reported
were beyond CXO’s bandpass therefore could not improve upon the
power-law model.
The parameters constrained by both models fit well with those
seen in other symbiotics and SyXBs fitted with similar models, thus
neither model can be strongly preferred. The thermal plasma model
best fits a δ-type WD symbiotic star, the most frequent among WD
symbiotic star systems (Luna et al. 2013; Nuñez et al. 2014, 2016).
The power-law model also was comparable to models fitting γ -type
systems (Muerset et al. 1997; Masetti et al. 2002; Bozzo et al. 2018).
We find the XXM spectra are consistent with the quiescent state
models from CXO which can be seen in Fig. 4. Unfortunately, the
quality of data do not permit robust discrimination between the two
models.
5 L I G H T C U RV E S
Light curves in the 0.3–8.0 keV range for CXB3 were compiled
and plotted in Fig. 5. The light curve is split into 12 equal time
frames from multiple observations over a range of approximately
6000 d. The system was in a low-luminosity quiescent state with
approximately constant flux until the last observation, which sees
a high-luminosity event with an increase in the brightness by a
factor of approximately 6 when compared to the average of the prior
observations. This likely indicates an outburst or flare being detected
in the system.
The high-luminosity event had an average count rate of
(5.8 ± 0.8) × 10−2 ct s−1 as compared to the average count
rate in the low-luminosity state of (9.5 ± 0.2) × 10−3 ct s−1 in
previous observation periods. The standard deviation between low-
state observations is 1.7 × 10−3 ct s−1 represents real variability in
the system between observations as this variation between individual
observations is larger than expected from photon noise. Using model
values seen in Table 3 from SHERPA, we estimate an unabsorbed flux
of (1.1+0.4−0.4) × 10−13 erg cm−2 s−1 with an unabsorbed luminosity of
∼8.4 × 1032 erg s−1 for the low-luminosity state and an unabsorbed
flux as high as (2.2+3.9−1.7) × 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1 with an unabsorbed
luminosity of ∼1.7 × 1034 erg s−1 for the high state, assuming a
distance of d = 8 kpc. A more careful analysis is done in Section 7
where we find the distance of CXB3 to likely be 8.3–9.5 kpc. This
luminosity increase is larger than what we see in the light-curve data,
which we infer as a larger absorption during the outburst state. It is
worth noting that the Swift Bulge Survey did not detect any outburst
from CXB3, which in combination with our observations suggests a
relatively low duty cycle in the system (Bahramian et al. 2021). We
also attempted a search for periodicities in the light-curve data but
did not detect any significant periods.
Light-curve data extracted in the 0.3–8.0 keV range for CX332
had counts that were very low compared to CXB3. The count rate
from the original GBS observation of CX332 was (4.0 ± 1.1) × 10−3
ct s−1 corresponding to an unabsorbed flux of (9.4 ± 1.9) × 10−14
erg cm−2 s−1. The average count rate for the more recent observation
was much fainter with (1.6 ± 0.8) × 10−4 ct s−1 corresponding
to an unabsorbed flux of (3.9 ± 0.6) × 10−15 erg cm−2 s−1. This
large dimming demonstrates variability within CX332, which is
not atypical behaviour for SyXBs (Bahramian et al. 2014). The
corresponding X-ray unabsorbed luminosity values associated with
these values using d = 8.0 kpc are ∼7.2 × 1032 erg s−1 for the first
observation and ∼3.0 × 1031 erg s−1 for the latter. SHERPA with the
models used on CXB3 was used to estimate the flux of CX332.
6 G EMINI-S SPECTRO SCOPY
The full extracted Gemini spectra of the candidate counterparts to
CXB3 and CX332 can be seen in Fig. 6. As previously identified
by Hynes et al. (2014), CX332 is clearly a carbon star showing
multiple CN features with strong bands around 6800–6900 Å and
7800–7900 Å. There also appears to be a relatively strong Ba II
absorption band around 6490 Å suggesting this is a C-N type AGB
carbon star, though a C-R type still cannot be entirely ruled out as
they are difficult to distinguish above 5000 Å. There does not appear
to be strong evidence of H α emission that is unusual for a star of this
type (Li et al. 2018) or a counterpart in a symbiotic binary, though
its absence is common in SyXBs.
CXB3 has a magnitude of r
′ ∼20 (Wevers et al. 2016). Its optical
spectrum shows TiO absorption bands around 7100 and 7800 Å,
which are indicative of an early M-type star. CXB3 only has marginal
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Table 2. Positions with estimated uncertainties derived from each observation.
Object RA Dec. Error ObsID Source
(degree) (degree) (arcsec)
CX332 264.084324 −29.560636 4.43 8693 GBS
264.084000 −29.560757 0.92 15799 This Work
CXB3 266.559988 −32.330379 0.50 13574 GBS
266.559974 −32.330082 1.41 4565 This Work
266.559856 −32.330275 0.91 4566 This Work
266.559832 −32.330313 0.67 4567 This Work
266.559444 −32.330143 1.73 8987 This Work
266.559551 −32.330159 2.11 8988 This Work
266.559796 −32.330182 1.01 8989 This Work
266.559991 −32.330473 1.21 8990 This Work
266.560081 −32.330344 1.09 9833 This Work
266.559721 −32.330213 1.19 9837 This Work
266.559687 −32.330196 1.00 9838 This Work
266.560116 −32.330493 0.98 9839 This Work
266.559965 −32.330386 0.50 13574 This Work
266.559907 −32.330334 0.44 Average This Work
Figure 3. X-ray spectra of CXB3 in both low and high-luminosity states produced using SHERPA. Low-luminosity states were summed together into one long
spectrum to increase counts. Error bars are calculated on 15 count bins using chi2gehrels fitting stat that utilizes χ2 statistics with the Gehrels variance function
(Gehrels 1986). (Top left) High-luminosity event using tbabs∗powlaw1d model. (Top right) High-luminosity event using tbabs∗xsapec model. (Bottom left)
Low-luminosity state using tbabs∗powlaw1d model. (Bottom right) Low-luminosity state using tbabs∗xsapec model.
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Figure 4. XMM X-ray spectra of CXB3 using SHERPA. The left figure uses the tbabs∗powlaw1d model and the right figure uses the tbabs∗xsapec model. Error
bars are calculated on 15 count bins using chi2gehrels fitting stat that utilizes χ2 statistics with the Gehrels variance function (Gehrels 1986).
Table 3. Parameters for CXB3 estimated using SHERPA.
Detector and State Model Count rate NH  kT amp norm Fx χ2(dof)
(10−3 cps) (1022 cm−2) (keV) (10−5) (10−5) (erg cm−2 s−1)
CXO Quiescence tbabs∗powlaw1d 9.5 ± 0.2 1.9+0.3−0.3 1.5+0.2−0.2 1.6+0.5−0.4 (1.1+0.4−0.4) × 10−13 360(363)
CXO Outburst tbabs∗powlaw1d 57.7 ± 8.3 3.1+1.5−1.3 2.0+0.7−0.7 53.7+97.7−33.5 (2.2+3.9−1.7) × 10−12 90(93)
CXO Quiescence tbabs∗xsapec 9.5 ± 0.2 1.9+0.2−0.2 10.6+5.7−2.9 6.7+0.7−0.6 (1.1+0.1−0.1) × 10−13 360(363)
CXO Outburst tbabs∗xsapec 57.7 ± 8.3 2.4+1.1−0.8 8.3+28.7−4.9 107+65−23 (1.7+0.3−0.4) × 10−12 90(93)
XMM Quiescence tbabs∗powlaw1d 4.1 ± 0.7 2.8+0.6−0.6 2.4+0.4−0.3 11.9+7.7−4.5 (4.1+1.3 − 0.9) × 10−13 353(356)
XMM Quiescence tbabs∗xsapec 4.2 ± 0.7 2.5+0.5−0.5 3.2+1.5−0.7 23.4+6.2−5.5 (3.0+0.8−0.8) × 10−13 353(356)
evidence of H α emission, which is typical if CXB3 is in fact an
SyXB. Magnified view of the H α region can be as seen in Fig. 6.
The H α equivalent width is 2.40 Å.
7 D ISCUSSION
The thermal plasma model of CXB3 was most consistent with a WD
symbiotic binary system with δ-type X-ray emissions following the
schemes in Muerset et al. (1997) and Luna et al. (2013). The estimated
X-ray luminosity CXB3 exhibits, however, is not typically seen in
wind accreting WD symbiotic systems. The peak X-ray luminosity
seen in CXB3 is more likely to be found in SyXBs (Lü et al. 2012;
Luna et al. 2013; Nuñez et al. 2014, 2016). The power-law model
also cannot be ruled out, which may describe Comptonization taking
place in NS SyXBs (Masetti et al. 2007a; Enoto et al. 2014). A power-
law spectrum emerges in SyXBs due to inverse Compton scattering
in hot gas in the vicinity of the neutron star. We attempted to replicate
other models used to fit SyXBs (Masetti et al. 2006, 2007a, b) but
had little success due to unconstrained temperature. This was most
likely due to our inability to detect energies above 10 keV. Recent
models have also suggested that at low LX wind accretion in SyXBs
could fit the thermal plasma model further suggesting this system
could still host a neutron star (Yungelson et al. 2019).
We also attempted to compare the extracted spectra with those
of magnetic cataclysmic variables (CVs). It remains possible that
the detected object in the line of sight of CXB3 is a CV that has a
coincidental alignment with the candidate giant counterpart. In that
case, it would be expected that CXB3 is much closer than originally
estimated, possibly as close as ∼5 kpc or even less. Our spectra lacked
some characteristic features of magnetic CVs, such as the 6.4-keV
Fe emission line with an upper limit of ∼3.5 × 10−15 erg cm−2 s−1
(Balman 2012). It is worth noting that magnetic CVs tend to have
exceptionally stable flux and it is not typical to see flux values vary
by factors of 30. While we still can neither confirm nor rule out the
possibility of CXB3 being a coincidence of a magnetic CV with the
apparent giant star counterpart, the variable flux and high LX with an
8 kpc distance make it unlikely.
Our only constraint on the distance to CXB3 comes from priors
derived from Galactic structure along the line of sight. We use the
Besançon model of stellar population synthesis of the Galaxy (Robin
et al. 2003) including updates through version 1612 to construct a
population of stars from an area 0.1 deg2 centred on CXB3. We
include all populations and spectral types but limit the sample to
observed K magnitudes of 9.5–10.5, consistent with the 2MASS
measurement for CXB3, K = 10.059 ± 0.038 (Skrutskie et al.
2006). Most of the objects of this brightness lie in the bulge, and the
distance distribution is strongly peaked around 8 kpc, although with
a foreground tail to the distribution. Formally, this yields a prior on
the distance of 8.3+1.6−2.8 kpc (1σ confidence). We do additionally have
a colour estimate from 2MASS of J − K = 2.40 ± 0.06 (Skrutskie
et al. 2006). This is very red, more so than almost all of the objects
returned by the simulation, suggesting a distant reddened object.
If we additionally constrain the simulation to J − K > 1.5, then
the foreground tail of the distribution disappears and we obtain a
distance prior of 8.5 ± 1.5 kpc. Further limiting the colours of the
sample to J − K > 2.0 gives a distance 9.5 ± 0.9 kpc, suggesting an
object towards the far side of the bulge. These estimates, while they
are uncertain since they are only based on the brightness and colour
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Figure 5. Light curve data of CXB3 across all observations. Each segment is equally separated into half-day sections. All observations were conducted using
the ACIS-S instrument except for the final observation which used the ACIS-I instrument. We estimate the ACIS-I as having an 8 per cent less difference in
sensitivity in this observation.
of CXB3, indicate that our assumption of 8 kpc is more likely to be
an underestimate than an overestimate. We have also examined Gaia
DR2 and EDR3 and concluded that with the large uncertainties in
the parallax and inconsistencies between DR2 and EDR3 the data
sets are inconclusive at this time, although they are consistent with
CXB3 not being a nearby object (Gaia Collaboration 2016, 2018,
2021).
Assuming a distance of 8 kpc, CXB3 was captured at a peak
luminosity of LX,peak ∼1034 erg s−1, though a short exposure makes
true peak indeterminable. While WD symbiotics can reach this
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Figure 6. GMOS optical spectrum of CX332 and CXB3.
luminosity (Luna et al. 2018), it is more typically seen in SyXBs.
X-ray transients with peak X-ray luminosity LX,peak ∼1034–1036 erg
s−1 are not well understood (Degenaar & Wijnands 2010). Brighter
systems are expected to contain either neutron stars or black holes
and reach peak X-ray luminosities of LX,peak ∼1036–1039 erg s−1 with
well-established temporal and spectral properties related to outbursts
caused by a disc instability. This is typically not the case for SyXBs
that tend to be dimmer than these values (Lü et al. 2012). While the
source GX 1+4 is an exception with a luminosity of ∼1037 erg s−1,
most of the observed SyXB systems are characterized by a luminosity
range ∼1032–1034 erg s−1 (Masetti et al. 2006) and are highly variable
within this range. This is lower than most persistent or outbursting
low-mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs) and more typical of quiescent
neutron star LMXBs (Reynolds & Miller 2011). The difference most
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likely results from the fact that accretion on to the compact object
takes place via stellar wind rather than via Roche lobe overflow,
making the mass transfer process less efficient (Masetti et al. 2011).
It is possible that this suppresses the disc instability mechanism that
drives LMXB outbursts, or that true outbursts are much rarer than in
other well-studied LMXBs. In WD symbiotics, it is also possible that
a sufficiently magnetic WD may inhibit formation of a disc entirely.
However, due to their long orbital periods, the accretion disc in WD
symbiotics should be orders of magnitude larger than those of WD
CVs (Duschl 1986; Frank, King & Raine 2002). This would mean
that the magnetic fields in these WD symbiotics would also need
to be orders of magnitude in strength compared to those observed
in polars or intermediate polars (Cropper 1990; Patterson 1994) to
inhibit the formation their accretion disc. There has yet to be any
observed symbiotic with such magnetic fields.
We also have GMOS spectra of both targets showing features of
an M-type star counterpart for CXB3 and a carbon star for CX332.
Neither target had strong evidence of H α emission lines that are
usually present in WD symbiotics and are used as ways to search for
them in wide-field H α imaging (Miszalski, Mikołajewska & Udalski
2013). Weak or absent H α emission lines in the optical spectra would
instead be expected of SyXBs, which the luminosity of CXB3 would
favour. This is likely due to the photoionization by ultraviolet photons
from the WD surface. However, it has been suggested that there is
a selection effect among WD symbiotics, such as the wide-field H α
emission line searches, that avoids weak-line systems and that these
systems may be part of a hidden population that make up a large
fraction of total WD symbiotics (Mukai et al. 2016). The weakness or
absence of H α emission might also be expected in accretion-powered
WD symbiotics during low-accretion periods. Due to this, we find
we cannot rule out either of these systems containing either a WD or
neutron star. In either case, these systems are unusual as they could be
either hidden WD symbiotics lacking emission lines we would expect
in these systems as suggested by Mukai et al. (2016) or SyXBs that
fit a thermal plasma model as suggested by Yungelson et al. (2019).
8 C O N C L U S I O N S
We have investigated objects CXB3 and CX332, previously cata-
logued as candidate symbiotic stars in the GBS. Using data from
Chandra, we refined the localization regions of each target. We also
used archival observations to examine the spectra and light curves
for each object.
CX332 had insufficient data to perform any spectral analysis. We
were able to dramatically improve the localization reducing the error
circle by a factor of 20. It remains consistent with a carbon star
counterpart though we were not able to conclude anything about
its nature as an SyXB candidate (Hynes et al. 2014). The flux of
CX332 between the original and the more recent observation showed
a change with a ratio between the two being ∼25.
CXB3 was observed as having an increase in brightness in its
light curve during the last observational period. The spectrum of
CXB3 fits well to a hot plasma model δ-type emission (as also
used in identifying WD symbiotics) though recent models suggest
an SyXB could also show a thermal spectrum at low LX (Yungelson
et al. 2019). The X-ray luminosity at 8 kpc was most consistent
with an SyXB containing a neutron star. Inconclusive data make
it difficult to discern whether or not CXB3 could be a symbiotic
WD system or a symbiotic binary system containing a neutron star.
There remains also the possibility that CXB3 could be a system
with a coincidental alignment with a CV and the distance could
also be closer than the 8 kpc assumed when estimating the system
luminosity. The GMOS spectrum of CX332 confirms the identity of
its counterpart as being a carbon star. The GMOS spectrum of CXB3
indicates its counterpart star as being an M-type giant. In both cases,
spectra lacked characteristic features we would typically expect to
see in WD symbiotic systems such as H α emission, though this
would be expected in SyXBs as these features are either absent or
weak within these systems.
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